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Abstract
Bearing-load response for a pin-loaded hole is studied within the context of two-dimensional finite element analyses. Pin-loaded-hole configurations are representative of mechanically connected structures, such as a stiffener fastened to a rib of an isogrid panel, that are idealized as part of a larger structural component. Within this context, the larger structural component may be idealized as a two-dimensional shell finite element model to identify load paths and high stress regions. Fastener modeling within these analysis models is often of low fidelity and limitations need to be assessed. Finite element modeling and analysis aspects of a pin-loaded hole are considered in the present paper including the use of linear and nonlinear springs to simulate the pin-bearing contact condition. For a repeating unit of a square domain with a center circular hole, the effects of hole diameter and degree of elastic restraint provided by material surrounding the hole are considered. These effects are found to affect the local response by changing it from a bearing-dominated response for small holes to a plane-stress-dominated ligament response for larger holes. For a T-shaped coupon specimen configuration, the pin-loaded-hole case resulted in higher local stresses around the hole, while the open-hole case generated high stresses along the majority of the free edge of the T-specimen web. Simulating pin-connected structures within a two-dimensional finite element analysis model using nonlinear spring or gap elements provides an effective way for accurate prediction of the local effective stress state and peak forces.

Introduction
Mechanically connected structures using fasteners and bolted/pinned joints are a common occurrence in most engineering designs. Design procedures for bolted joints have been developed (e.g., Bickford [1]) and generally lead to successful applications and safe structures. However, in some extreme cases, failure investigations have found that some failures are attributed to local material failures in the vicinity of mechanical connections. Detailed local three-dimensional finite element analyses including contact and material nonlinearities of the connection are typically used in failure investigations of such cases. However, in the global analysis of the overall structure, various modeling assumptions are employed to simulate the mechanical connections.

Modeling and analysis of mechanically connected structures using fasteners and bolted/pinned joints continue to challenge stress analysts. While commercial finite element analysis tools offer a wide range of contact modeling options for three-dimensional simulations, fastener modeling and bearing-load simulations within a two-dimensional shell finite element analysis model requires care in idealization of the connection and local finite element discretization. Understanding is needed of the local load distribution as a combination of bearing load and net-
section load and of any load redistribution effects to the surrounding structure. Typically, the loading is defined as a bearing-to-bypass load ratio (e.g., see Refs. 2 and 3). The bearing load may result in a net-section failure, a shear-out failure, or local bearing failure due to plastic deformations as indicated in Figure 1. For simple geometries and loading conditions, a bolted joint can be readily examined. Engineering design solutions used in tandem with large safety factors account for uncertainties associated with the bolted joint itself. For complex geometries and/or loading conditions, the weak link in a design is frequently associated with a fastener connection due in part to uncertainties in manufacturing tolerances and assembly variability. Often a series of fasteners as illustrated in Figure 2 are commonly used to attach separate structural components together or to attach independent stiffener elements to other integrally stiffened panel components. One such application is the augmentation of an existing integrally stiffened structural design by attaching a local stiffener to the rib of isogrid panel as shown in Figure 3. This type of design augmentation may be needed to account for changes in design loads versus actual loads or to account for changes needed to extend performance limits and should be thoroughly assessed prior to implementation.

Modeling and analysis of a bearing-load problem poses several challenges. First, modeling of the bearing-load distribution around the bearing surface (i.e., pin-loaded hole) can be idealized in several ways: through the use of rigid constraints; through the use of springs; and through the use of explicit body-to-body contact simulation. Second, the bearing response often corresponds to the formation of a local plastic zone in the region of the bearing-contact response, which requires an elastic-plastic analysis. Third, redistribution of the bearing load occurs as plasticity develops requiring sufficient finite element modeling fidelity to capture the load redistribution and the localized stress gradient. Fourth, elongation of the pin-loaded hole can result in bearing loads on the sides of the pin resulting from local deformations near the hole. A pin-bearing behavior can be observed due the applied loading plus a side pinching bearing load due to hole geometry changes. These challenges are addressed in different ways depending on the objectives of the overall structural analysis. Often global finite element models of a complete structural assembly are created to identify overall load paths and regions of high stress. Such finite element models are usually two-dimensional shell finite element models having rather limited spatial discretization in the vicinity of stress concentrations. Global/local modeling methodologies can be used to examine local response behavior using a high-fidelity local model for the bearing response and a lower fidelity global model to establish load paths. The local model could involve a three-dimensional finite element representation of both the connected parts as well as the connector (pin or bolt) wherein explicit body-to-body contact is simulated for the assembly. Most commercial finite element analysis tools include a capability to simulate three-dimensional body-to-body contact through nonlinear analysis. These local analyses, however, are dependent on the global modeling to capture the basic structural response characteristics along the interface between the global and local regions. The present paper addresses the global two-dimensional finite element modeling and analysis needs for a representative mechanical connection.

Numerical studies are performed to investigate the bearing-load response for a thin structural member with a hole subjected to pin-bearing load. Different aspects of the bearing-load problem are examined including the effect of hole-diameter-to-plate-width (D/W) ratio, the effect of edge boundary conditions, the effect of mesh refinement, and the effect of pin-bearing idealization. Verification simulations using a square domain with a center circular hole as a repeating unit are performed to understand the finite element modeling aspects of the pin-loaded-hole response. Coupon-level simulations of a two-hole T-section test configuration described by Newman et al.
are also performed to investigate the effect of pin-bearing behavior in a more complex configuration. The T-section configuration is related to an integrally stiffened isogrid structure with holes in a rib of the isogrid stiffener that are loaded by pin-bearing forces.

An outline of the present paper is as follows. First, a brief description of the analysis tool and the computational environment is presented. Then, the verification analysis effort using a simple repeating unit is described. Application of these findings to a T-shaped coupon are then applied and summarized. The present paper concludes with concluding remarks and references.

Analysis Tool and Computational Environment

The finite element analyses are performed using the STAGS nonlinear finite element tool [5, 6]. STAGS (STructural Analysis of General Shells) has a variety of finite elements to use in modeling structures as well as material models for elastic, elasto-plastic, and composite material systems. The STAGS E410 4-node shell finite element [7] is used for the present analyses. The E410 element has six degrees of freedom per node where the drilling freedom contributes to the in-plane displacement field approximations. The membrane and bending approximations are superimposed within the element formulation allowing it to be used as a plane-stress element, a plate-bending element, or a shell element with combined plane-stress and bending behavior. The E410 shell element is considered to be the STAGS “workhorse” element.

Both geometric (large-displacements and large rotations) and material (elastic-plastic) nonlinearities are treated by STAGS. Geometric nonlinearities are handled through the use of the Green-Lagrange nonlinear strain-displacement relations and the element-independent co-rotational formulation [8]. STAGS has some contact modeling capability and in addition has nonlinear spring or gap elements, called MOUNT elements, that can be used to simulate pin-bearing behavior [5].

Material nonlinearities, which are in the form of an elastic-plastic stress-strain curve, are handled through the use of a White-Besseling or mechanical sublayer plasticity model [9-14]. Bushnell [12] described the White-Besseling model for strain-hardening materials that exhibit a Bauschinger effect as “an amalgam of separate elastic-perfectly plastic” sublayers. Each sublayer is subject to the same total strain but may have different elastic limits. With one sublayer, the material behaves as elastic-perfectly plastic. With two sublayers, the material behaves as a material with a bilinear stress-strain curve and kinematic strain hardening. With multiple sublayers, the stress-strain curve is approximated by a series of piecewise linear segments.

The nonlinear solution procedure is an incremental-iterative solution procedure. Nonlinear solution procedure options include the form of the Newton-Raphson approach (full or modified approach), the type of solution control (load-control, displacement control or arc-length control), and the convergence criterion (norm of the incremental change in displacements, norm of the equilibrium force imbalance, or normalized work-done by the force imbalance). Historically, STAGS has been used to solve many stiffened and unstiffened shell analysis problems including structures with cutouts.

The computational environment for the finite element modeling, analysis, and post-processing is a high-end multiple-CPU personal computer running SUSE\textsuperscript{1} Linux Enterprise Server v9.0.

\textsuperscript{1} SUSE is a trademark of Novell, Inc.
However, STAGS is not configured to exploit multiple processors. The computational platform, named “chameleon”, has four 2.0-GHz AMD Opterons\(^2\) 846 processors with a total of 16 gigabytes of shared memory. The computing system includes two 146-gigabyte internal SCSI disk drives that are used for the operating system and a 4-terabyte external SATA RAID that is used for user directories and computational scratch (temporary) disk space.

**Numerical Results and Discussion**

Two sets of computations are summarized in this section. First, a verification bearing-response problem based on a repeating unit is examined. The repeating unit is a square domain of uniform thickness with a central circular hole. Parametric studies using two-dimensional plane-stress analysis models are performed to investigate how the bearing response is influenced by hole diameter, spatial discretization, edge boundary conditions, pin-bearing simulation, and unit force line of action. Then, having established a basis for the finite element modeling using two-dimensional shell finite elements and nonlinear spring elements, a T-shaped coupon-level structural problem with a pin-loaded hole is analyzed.

**Verification Modeling and Analysis of Repeating Unit**

Verification modeling and analysis are performed using a repeating unit from Figure 2—a square domain with side lengths equal to W with a central, circular hole of diameter D as shown in Figure 4. The domain has a uniform thickness of 0.105 inches. The nominal hole diameter \(D_0\) is 0.252 inches, and the nominal width \(W\) is 0.88 inches. The material is 2014 aluminum with an elastic modulus of 10.44 Msi, a Poisson’s ratio of 0.33, and a yield strength of 66,000 psi. The present problem is a two-dimensional plane-stress problem modeled using shell finite elements. The out-of-plane deformation state (in terms of the \(w\), \(RX\), \(RY\) degrees of freedom\(^3\)) is computed to be zero for the loading case considered. The use of shell elements (with nodes having all six degrees of freedom) rather than plane-stress elements (with nodes have only two degrees of freedom: \(u\) and \(v\) and possibly \(RZ\) for elements with “drilling” degrees of freedom) is a matter of convenience here and for consistency with the follow-on problem that does exhibit out-of-plane deformations.

The square domain is divided into eight 45° segments around a central circular hole for generating the finite element meshes. These eight regions are denoted by different colors in Figure 5. A finite element mesh is defined in terms of the number of “spokes” of 4-node quadrilateral elements around the hole and the number of “rings” of 4-node quadrilateral elements across the plane-stress ligaments. The most refined finite element mesh of the repeating unit considered in the present study is shown in Figure 5. The finite element model of each 45° segment has ten “spokes” of 4-node quadrilateral elements around the hole (4.5° per element) and twenty “rings” of 4-node quadrilateral elements radially outward from the edge of the hole across a plane-stress ligament. The finite element model shown in Figure 5 involves 1,930 nodes, 80 spring elements, and 1,600 4-node quadrilateral finite elements.

---

\(^2\) AMD Opteron is a trademark of Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

\(^3\) The notations \(u\), \(v\), and \(w\) refer to the translational degrees of freedom along the \(x\)-, \(y\)-, and \(z\)-axes, respectively. The notations \(RX\), \(RY\), and \(RZ\) refer to the rotational degrees of freedom about the \(x\)-, \(y\)-, and \(z\)-axes, respectively. \(w\), \(RX\), and \(RY\) relate to out-of-plane bending behavior. \(RZ\) relates to in-plane plane-stress behavior for some two-dimensional elements with “drilling” degrees of freedom.
Pin-bearing response in this two-dimensional analysis model is simulated through a series of one-dimensional spring elements emanating from the center of the hole—one for each node on the edge of the hole and connected to the pin center as indicated in Figure 5. Linear spring elements have the same constant stiffness whether stretched or compressed as indicated in Table 1. Nonlinear spring elements require a user-defined force-deflection curve. Often a simple nonlinear spring force-deflection response is prescribed as indicated in Table 1; however, such a definition can potentially cause numerical convergence problems for the nonlinear solution procedure due to the abrupt change in stiffness. To alleviate this issue, an alternate nonlinear spring force-deflection response, also indicated in Table 1, can be used. This alternate approach has been referred to as a “soft” hard spring and is based on assuming a piecewise linear distribution for the spring stiffness and integrating over the spring deflection to obtain the required force. For the present analyses, the second approach is employed. For the present studies, the nonlinear spring elements, called MOUNT elements in STAGS, have essentially infinite stiffness if compressed, and near-zero stiffness if extended. Hence, they represent a simple way of modeling nonlinear contact for pin-loaded holes without requiring explicit body-to-body contact modeling and without requiring explicit finite element modeling of the pin. This idealization assumes that the pin is rigid and pin deformations are ignored, and therefore failure modes associated with the pin cannot be represented or simulated by this approach. However, this modeling approach does provide a computationally attractive approach for bearing-contact simulation.

The applied load is defined as a unit force acting at the pin center with its line of action defined by the angle θ as measured from the vertical axis in a clockwise direction (see Figure 5). As the direction of the unit force changes (by varying the angle θ), the bearing-contact location on the hole boundary also changes. However, the bearing region always remains within a 180°-arc (θ±90°) along the hole boundary for a nonlinear spring model rather than along the entire hole boundary as in a linear spring model. The magnitude of the applied force directed radially outward from the pin center is a unit force (i.e., one pound). For the unit-force case, the material response remains elastic. The bearing response is characterized qualitatively using contour plots of the effective stress distribution where the effective (or von Mises) stress for a plane-stress problem is given by

\[ \sigma_{eff} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \sqrt{(\sigma_x - \sigma_y)^2 + \sigma_z^2 + \sigma_y^2 + 6\tau_{xy}^2} \]  

(1)

The effective stress is a scalar quantity and readily indicates an overall stress level for isotropic ductile materials by comparing its value to the material’s yield stress. However, in the verification problems with only a unit force applied, local material yielding is not anticipated (i.e., the effective stress is anticipated to be well below the 66,000-psi yield stress value).

Two sets of boundary conditions along the straight sides of the square domain are considered as indicated in Figure 6. The first set, referred to as the “clamped” set and shown in Figure 6a, corresponds to having all outside straight edges of the domain clamped (fully restrained). In so doing, the applied force should be reacted in a similar way regardless of which quadrant the unit force at the center of the pin is directed since the domain is equally restrained in all quadrants.

---

4 The “soft” hard spring approach is attributed to Dr. Charles Rankin of Rhombus Consulting Group, Inc., Palo Alto, CA. A few values are defined and the remaining values are then obtained by interpolation.
The second set, referred to as the “free” set and shown in Figure 6b, corresponds to a set of boundary conditions that would be evident in a larger stiffened structure simulating a stiffener attachment to another structural member such as a rib in an isogrid panel (e.g., like the component shown in Figure 2). In this case, one edge (along x=0 in Figure 4) is free, the opposite edge (along x=W) has boundary conditions given by u=w=RY=0, and the remaining edges (along y=0 and y=W) have symmetry boundary conditions (v=RX=RZ=0).

Four parametric studies are performed. The first study focuses on finite element mesh convergence for the pin-bearing problem. The second study focuses on the pin-bearing modeling for two-dimensional analysis models using spring elements. The third study focuses on the effect of different hole diameters for a fixed domain width (W=0.88 inches) on the bearing response. The fourth study focuses on the effect of two different sets of boundary conditions along the outer edges of the square domain on the bearing response. All simulations account for both geometric and material nonlinearities even though an elastic, small deformation structural response is anticipated for the unit load – a nonlinear analysis is required for the nonlinear spring model in any event.

**Effect of Spatial Discretization**

A finite element mesh convergence study is performed first using the finite element models shown in Figure 7 for the W/D=3.49 geometry (i.e., W=0.88 inches and D=0.252 inches). The finite element discretization is varied in two directions: “rings” around the hole and “spokes” around the hole. For a given number of 4-node quadrilateral elements across the plane-stress ligament between the edge of the hole and the boundary of the domain (2, 5, 10, or 20 “rings” of 4-node elements as shown in Figures 7a, 7b, 7c, and 7d, respectively), the number of 4-node elements circumferentially around the hole is varied to be either 16, 40, or 80 “spokes” of elements as shown in the left side, center, and right side of Figure 7, respectively.

Results are generated for the “free” boundary condition case (see Figure 6b) with the unit-force line of action oriented at \( \theta = 90^\circ \). The maximum effective stress as a function of the spatial discretization is shown in Figure 8 to depend more on the number of element rings between the edge of the hole and the edge of the domain (across a plane-stress ligament) than on the number of element spokes around the hole. For a given number of element rings across a plane-stress ligament, the maximum effective stress is essentially independent of the number of element spokes around the hole. This result for a single direction of the unit force is not a general conclusion for pin-loaded holes since only a linear elastic response is considered. As the unit-force line of action changes (i.e., changes in the angle \( \theta \)), the pin-bearing condition also changes for at least two reasons. One reason for the change is because of the geometry approximation of the hole boundary (i.e., series of straight line segments when 4-node elements are used), and another reason is because of the limited number of discrete nodal contact points. Both reasons are influenced by the finite element spatial discretization around the hole. Surface-to-surface contact modeling with an analytical contact-surface definition (i.e., the surface node locations are used to define a smooth analytical surface for contact) does address the discrete nodal contact modeling issue but does not address the curved-boundary approximation issue. Thus, the finite element spatial discretization shown in Figure 5 (and on the right side of Figure 7d), which represents the most refined finite element mesh considered, is used in all subsequent studies reported herein.
Effect of Pin-Bearing Modeling

Next, the effect of pin-bearing modeling is studied. In the present paper, two two-dimensional joint modeling approaches are considered. The pin itself is not modeled explicitly in these two-dimensional analyses, but rather it is simulated as a near-rigid (very stiff) member that generates a bearing load along the hole boundary. The pin-bearing response is simulated using either linear spring elements or nonlinear spring (gap) elements. Linear spring elements assume the same behavior regardless of whether the spring is compressed or extended. Tensile forces are generated on the edge of the hole opposite where compressive bearing forces are generated, and true pin-bearing behavior is not simulated. Nonlinear spring or gap elements assume that no tensile forces can be generated when the spring is extended and a gap results, while compressive bearing forces are generated when the spring is compressed to simulate the true pin-bearing behavior.

A comparison of the effective stress distributions obtained for the linear and nonlinear spring modeling approaches to simulate the pin-bearing behavior for a two-dimensional joint is presented in Figure 9 using the same range for the effective stress in both cases (0 to 45 psi). For this comparison, the W/D=1.94 domain geometry is used with the “clamped” boundary condition case of Figure 6b, and the unit-force line of action is oriented at $\theta=0^\circ$. The effective stress distribution obtained for the linear spring model is shown in Figure 9a and illustrates that the entire surface around the hole is loaded. In some regions, the pin is “pulling” on the edge of the hole; while in other regions, the pin is “pushing” or bearing against the edge of the hole. This type of response is inconsistent with the physical behavior of pin-loaded holes. The effective stress distribution based on the nonlinear spring model is shown in Figure 9b and illustrates a physically consistent pin-bearing surface response. The bearing behavior is simulated through the use of nonlinear spring elements that generate zero force when extended (i.e., generates a gap) and a bearing force when shortened or compressed. Hence, the nonlinear spring model is used in the remainder of the studies reported in the present paper, except where noted.

Effect of Hole Diameter

The effect of hole diameter on the effective stress distribution is studied further for the case of the “free” boundary conditions with the unit-force line of action as $90^\circ$. Five different values of the W/D ratio are analyzed where the value of W is held constant (W=0.88 inches). The values of the W/D ratio considered are listed in Table 2 and are selected based on ratios of D/D_0. These finite element models assume that the pin size also changes as the hole diameter changes. Furthermore, the pin surface and the hole boundary are assumed to be in direct contact – stress free, no pre-load, and no clearances.

The effective stress distributions for different values of W/D are shown in Figure 10 using a fixed contour range (0 to 90 psi) for the effective stress. For the largest W/D value (smallest hole diameter), the peak effective stress is 96 psi for the applied unit force – well beyond the material yield stress. The peak effective stress values primarily occur near the hole, and these peak values do not extend to the domain boundaries to any significant level. As the hole diameter increases (W/D ratio decreases), the peak effective stress decreases to approximately half the value predicted for the smallest hole (W/D=6.98) case (i.e., to approximately 50 psi). In addition, the effective stress distribution also exhibits a transition from a bearing-dominated response for the smaller diameter holes to a shear-out, net-tension dominated response where more plane-stress ligament or hole elongation is observed for increasing hole diameters.
Effect of Edge Boundary Conditions and Unit-Force Line of Action

The effects of edge boundary conditions and unit-force line of action on the plane-stress bearing response are examined next. These effects are also considered for two hole diameters (a small hole with W/D=3.49 shown in Figure 10b and a large hole with W/D=1.94 shown in Figure 10d). The pin-bearing behavior is simulated using nonlinear springs, and changes in pin-bearing response are assessed. Comparisons are shown in Figures 11 and 12 using contour plots of the effective (or von Mises) stress. A common range for the effective stress contour levels (i.e., 0 to 45 psi and higher; in some cases the maximum value is larger than 45 psi) is used for all plots. The results are obtained using a nonlinear solution procedure in order to simulate the distributed bearing reaction load through the nonlinear springs. The effective stress distributions shown on the left side of Figures 11 and 12 are for the “clamped” boundary condition case, while those on the right side are for the “free” boundary condition case. The angle defining the unit-force line of action is varied based on the nodal spacing around the hole (i.e., in multiples of 4.5° for the finite element model shown in Figure 5). The pin-bearing response of the verification problem with a small pin-loaded hole is examined first, and then a larger pin-loaded hole is examined.

Results for the “clamped” boundary condition, small-hole (W/D=3.49) case are shown on the left side of Figure 11. All straight edges are fully restrained (see Figure 6a). As the line of action is varied, the effective stress distribution follows intuition. Peak stress level of approximately 54 psi occurs along the bearing surface (cosine-like distribution) and aligned with the unit-force line of action. A large stress gradient occurs near the center of the bearing surface, and zero or near-zero stress levels occur away from the bearing surface.

Results for the “free” boundary condition, small-hole (W/D=3.49) case are shown on the right side of Figure 11. As the line of action is varied, the degree of boundary restraint also varies. Three edges are restrained, while one edge is free to expand and does not resist the applied unit force (see Figure 6b). As the angle of the unit-force line of action increases, the peak stress level remains nearly constant at approximately 60 psi. Peak effective stress values are generated when the angle θ equals 45° (Figure 11d) and 135° (Figure 11h). As the line of action is varied, the peak effective stress follows intuition. When the unit-force line of action is directed more toward the free edge, the effective stress level throughout the model is generally higher and more encompassing for the “free” case than the “clamped” case because of the combination of the bearing stress and the unrestrained stretching of the side ligaments around the hole. The behavior observed for the 270° case (Figure 11j) for the “free” case (right side) is essentially the same as for the “clamped” case (left side) since the surrounding material and edge boundary conditions provide a similar elastic restraint.

Results for the “clamped” boundary condition, large-hole (W/D=1.94) case are shown on the left side of Figure 12. As the unit-force line of action is varied, the effective stress distribution again follows intuition: highest stress level (approximately 30 psi) occurs along the bearing surface (cosine-like distribution), high stress gradient occurs near the bearing surface, and zero or near-zero stress level occurs away from the bearing surface. Since the hole diameter increased, the bearing surface area also increased, and as a result, the peak effective stress is approximately half the value observed for the small-hole case shown in Figure 11.

Results for the “free” boundary condition, large-hole (W/D=1.94) case are shown on the right side of Figure 12. As the unit-force line of action is varied, the degree of boundary restraint also varies. Three edges are restrained, while one edge is free to expand and does not resist the
applied unit force. As the angle of the unit-force line of action increases beyond 45°, the peak stress level is approximately 50 psi until the unit-force line of action reaches an angle of 135°. Between these angle values, the local bearing stress (approximately 20 psi) is overshadowed by the stretching of the hole caused by a lack of restraint along that free edge. Peak effective stress values are generated when the angle equals 90°, and the effective stress contour pattern shown in Figure 12g indicates peak stress levels on either side of the primary bearing loading direction. The behavior observed for the θ=0° case (Figure 12a) and the θ=180° case (Figure 12i) are quite similar in magnitude and pattern. The behavior observed for the θ=270° case (Figure 12j) for the “free” case (right side) is essentially the same as for the “clamped” case (left side). When the unit-force line of action is directed more toward the free edge, the effective stress level throughout the model is generally higher and more encompassing for the “free” case than for the “clamped” case.

**Verification Problem Summary**

Findings from these studies are now summarized. For the smaller hole diameter and both boundary condition sets, more restraint is provided by the surrounding elastic structure than for the larger hole diameters. In addition, for the smaller hole diameters, the effective stress pattern follows intuition. As the hole diameter increases, the peak effective stress for the “clamped” boundary condition case decreases due to the increase in bearing surface. For the “free” boundary condition case, the effective stress distribution changes from being limited to segments directly affected by the pin-bearing load to nearly all segments in the domain. For the larger holes and “free” boundary condition case, the response changes as the unit-force line of action is directed towards the free edge (θ=90°). That is, the pin-bearing response transitions from a bearing-dominated response to a shear-out, net-tension dominated response that stretches the side ligaments of the domain and elongates the hole. These results are incorporated into the analyses of the next application problem.

**Coupon-Level Modeling and Analysis**

Coupon-level modeling and analysis are performed using a T-shaped configuration shown in Figures 13 and 14 with two circular holes, one of which is pin loaded. Newman et al. [4] performed a series of coupon-level tests to characterize the fracture response of integrally stiffened structures using this T-section configuration. The T-section configuration analyzed here is similar to a rib from an isogrid shell with an additional stiffener mechanically connected to a rib (e.g., see Figure 3). However, the combined in-plane stress state of a shell structures (hoop and axial stresses) is not simulated in this test. The T-section shown in Figure 13 is machined from a one-inch-square block of 2014-aluminum material 11-inches long. The T-shaped test section is approximately 6-inches in length along the center of the specimen. The web of the T-section is 0.105-inches thick, 0.885-inches wide, and contains two 0.252-inch-diameter circular holes. In this case, the web has a W/D ratio of 3.51. The flange of the T-section is 0.115-inches thick and 1.0-inch wide, and the web is machined to be located at the center of the T-section flange as indicated in Figure 13.

The material of the T-section coupon is 2014 aluminum with the axial loading direction aligned with the material T-direction as defined in Mil-HDBK 5 [15]. The T-direction stress-strain response of the 2014-aluminum material is given in Figure 15 and exhibits an elastic modulus of 10.44 Msi, a yield stress of 66,000 psi, and an ultimate stress of 73,000 psi. This stress-strain
curve is represented in the STAGS analysis by the ten pairs of stress-strain values listed in Table 3, and piecewise-linear interpolation is performed for intermediate values. White-Besseling plasticity theory is used in the elasto-plastic analysis performed using the STAGS nonlinear finite element tool [5].

The base of the coupon-level structure, shown in Figure 16a, is clamped in a fixture and fully restrained, while the opposite end of the specimen is clamped in a fixture and either loaded through an axial actuator only or loaded through a combination of axial and transverse actuators as indicated in Figure 16b. The test is performed in displacement control of these actuators. The combined-load state is defined in terms of the ratio of the transverse to axial displacements. A near-rigid (very stiff) pin is mounted in the upper hole and attached to a near-rigid (very stiff) strut oriented 18° from the axial direction and with its opposite end clamped at its base (see left side of Figure 16a). Hence, the strut connection results in a pin-loaded-hole condition. If the clamped end of the strut is released, the result is essentially an open-hole condition, although some pinching of the pin may occur due to hole elongation caused by the in-plane loading.

The finite element model of the coupon-level problem is shown in Figure 17. The finite element model for the entire problem is shown in Figure 17a, which includes the portion of the model representing the load-introduction fixture shown in Figure 17b. The entire model has a total of 7,024 nodes, five 2-node beam elements, 80 spring elements, and 5,868 4-node shell elements. The finite element model of the T-section coupon itself, shown in Figure 17c, involves 6,504 nodes, 80 spring elements, and 5,516 4-node shell elements. Five integration points through the thickness are used to account for the plasticity. All simulations for the T-section coupon account for both geometric and material nonlinearities. The nonlinear analyses are performed using a convergence criterion of 10^-4. The base load system includes the two applied displacements with values of 0.1 inches for the transverse displacement and 0.005 inches for the axial displacement (a 20:1 ratio). These base values are multiplied by the solution scale factor on each solution step. The solution scale factor is an accumulation of solution increments with an initial increment scale factor size of 0.1.

Two loading cases are defined in terms of applied displacements to simulate the displacement-controlled test conditions reported in Ref. [4]. The first load case involves only an axial displacement δ_A applied at Point O in Figure 18, while the second case involves a combination of an axial displacement δ_A and a transverse displacements δ_T both applied at Point O. The first case is referred to as the axial-load-only case, while the second case is referred to as the combined-load case. In the combined-load case, the magnitude of the transverse displacement is twenty times larger than the magnitude of the axial displacement (i.e., δ_T=20δ and δ_A=δ). Variation of the displacement ratio between the axial and transverse directions during the test occurs due to compliance of the test fixture and various assembly fit-up tolerances. The desired displacement ratio for the test is a factor of twenty.

For each load case, the effect of having a strut attached to the pin center in the upper hole is assessed (i.e., essentially an open-hole case and a pin-loaded-hole case). The strut is oriented 18° from the longitudinal axis with one end pinned (free to rotate about the normal to its surface) at the base (Point B) and the other end pinned to the pin center in the upper hole (Point C). The displacement loading is introduced at Point O in Figure 18 and transmitted through the load train (i.e., the load-introduction fixtures shown in Figure 16) and simulated by the finite element model shown in Figure 16b through a series of beam and shell finite elements. Bending of the T-
section coupon occurs even for the axial-load-only case due to the assembly eccentricities and the load-introduction process.

**Axial-Load-Only Case**

For the axial-load-only case, results are obtained for the open-hole case (see Figures 19 and 20) and for the pin-loaded-hole case (see Figures 21 and 22). Effective stress distributions displayed on the deformed geometry with exaggerated displacements are shown in Figure 19 for the open-hole case and in Figure 21 for the pin-loaded-hole case. Contour plots of the effective stress distributions at different levels of the axial load are presented with the range of the effective stress set from zero to 73,000 psi (ultimate stress value) where the yield stress is 66,000 psi. The nonlinear solution step number and axial load $P_A$ for each distribution are indicated on the figures. Axial plastic strain distributions displayed on the deformed geometry with exaggerated displacements are shown in Figure 20 for the open-hole case and in Figure 22 for the pin-loaded-hole case. Contour plots of the axial strain distributions at different levels of the axial load are presented with the range of the axial plastic strain set from zero to 0.06 in./in. where the elastic limit is approximately ±0.006 in./in. Even though only an axial displacement is applied, stretching and bending of the T-section coupon occurs due to eccentricities in the system. Nonlinear solutions were computed up to a maximum applied axial displacement $\delta_A$ of 0.03 inches (i.e., $\delta_t=20\delta_A=0.6$ inches).

Results for the open-hole case are shown in Figures 19 and 20 for four nonlinear solution steps (i.e., Steps 9, 11, 12, and 14). The open-hole case exhibits higher effective stresses in the “free” regions of the T-section web as shown in Figure 18 since that region has less axial stiffness (i.e., less elastic support from surrounding material). As the axial load increases, stress concentrations near both holes are evident. Axial plastic strain distributions are shown in Figure 20 for the open-hole case. Steps 9, 11 and 12 in Figure 20 indicate no or minimal plastic strains present. As the applied displacement continues to increase, tensile axial plastic strains also increase near the hole boundary as indicated in Figure 20. At the final load step (i.e., Step 14), axial plastic strain develops near both holes and extends along the full length of the outer “free” region of the T-section web. However, these strain levels are well below the ultimate strain value.

Results for the pin-loaded-hole case are shown in Figures 21 and 22 for four nonlinear solution steps (i.e., Steps 21, 24, 25, and 28). Due to the presence of the nonlinear springs to simulate the pin-bearing response at the upper hole, the nonlinear solution required more solution steps compared to the open-hole case (i.e., 28 steps compared to 14 steps). In this case, the upper hole develops stress concentrations much earlier than they do for the lower hole (see Figure 21). Tensile axial plastic strains are evident in Figure 22 emanating from near the upper hole first and extend to the outer “free” region of the T-section web.

In both cases, the local stress field is dominated by the stretching behavior along the free edge of the T-section web. The stretching causes a stress concentration to develop near the holes. For the open-hole case, stress concentrations develop at both holes simultaneously and in concert with each other. When the strut is “attached”, pin-bearing loads result at the upper hole and tend to shield the lower hole to some extent. However, these local bearing compressive stresses at the upper hole are overshadowed by the tensile in-plane stresses in the outer “free” portions of the T-section web. Hence, for the axial-load-only case, the T-section exhibits plastic deformations; however, they are well within the material ultimate capability. Next, the combined-load case is assessed.
**Combined-Load Case**

For the combined-load case, results are again obtained for the open-hole case (see Figures 23 and 24) and for the pin-loaded-hole case (see Figures 24 and 25). Similar sets of effective stress contour are presented in Figures 23 and 25. Again, contour plots of the effective stress distributions at different levels of the axial load are presented with the range of the effective stress set from zero to 73,000 psi (ultimate stress value) where the yield stress is 66,000 psi. The nonlinear solution step number and axial load $P_A$ for each distribution are indicated on the figures. Axial plastic strain distributions are shown in Figures 24 and 26. Contour plots of the axial strain distributions at different levels of axial loading are presented with the range of the axial plastic strain set from zero to 0.06 in./in. where the elastic limit is approximately ±0.006 in./in. Again, the open-hole case required only about half the number of nonlinear solution steps that the pin-loaded-hole case required (i.e., 26 steps compared to 56 steps).

The effective stress distributions for the open-hole, combined-load case are presented in Figure 23 for eight nonlinear solution steps (i.e., Steps 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 19, 21, and 26). These distributions indicate that as the axial load increased, the free edge of the T-section web is stressed more than the edge closest to the T-section flange along the entire specimen length. Stress concentrations near both the upper and lower holes quickly develop and both holes exhibit elongation. Axial plastic strain distributions are shown in Figure 24 for the same solution steps. Plastic deformations are also evident opposite the free edge of the T-section web near the holes. Plastic strains spread along the free edge of the T-section web with high localized plastic strains near the edges of both holes. The maximum axial load from the analysis is 6,669 pounds when the applied displacements reached their maximum values (i.e., $\delta_T=20\delta_A =0.6$ inches).

The effective stress distributions for the pin-loaded-hole, combined-load case are presented in Figure 25 for eight nonlinear solution steps (i.e., Steps 22, 25, 27, 28, 40, 47, 51, and 56). These distributions indicate that as the axial load is increased, the portion of the T-section web near the free edge of the upper hole is stressed more than any other region. While there is evidence of local compressive bearing due to the pin-load reaction, the tensile in-plane response due to the applied displacements dominates the response. Axial plastic strain distributions are shown in Figure 26 for the same solution steps. Plastic deformations develop opposite the edge of the pin-loaded hole nearest the free edge of the T-section web – similar to the open-hole case. However, these plastic deformations develop sooner, and the tensile axial plastic strains are much larger near the upper hole than in the open-hole case (compare distributions shown in Figure 24 with those shown in Figure 26). The maximum axial load from the analysis is 7,040 pounds when the applied displacements reached their maximum values (i.e., $\delta_T=20\delta_A =0.6$ inches) – within 6% of the open-hole case. These results indicate that the pin-loaded-hole, combined-load case is the most severe case considered. The analysis predicted axial plastic strains that exceed the material ultimate strain limit near the upper hole prior to reaching the maximum axial load.

In addition, for the combined-load case, the reacted axial, transverse, and strut forces as functions of the applied transverse displacement are shown in Figure 27. The solid curves represent the pin-loaded-hole case, and the dashed curves represent the open-hole case (no strut loads are generated). The response of the pin-loaded-hole case is somewhat stiffer than the open-hole case. Approximately 20% of the axial reaction force is transferred to the strut that is attached to the center of the pin in the upper hole. As expected, the pin-loaded-hole case exhibits a smaller transverse displacement for the same axial reaction force compared to the results for the open-hole case. Ref. [4] reports test results for two 20:1 displacement ratio tests. The
average maximum axial load is 5,135 pounds, and the average maximum transverse
displacement is 0.595 inches. However, the observed compliance in the load introduction fixture
accounts for approximately 0.09 inches of the transverse displacement. Comparison of this
average test data from Table 7 of Ref. [4] (5,135 pounds at 0.505 inches) with the nonlinear
analysis results for the combined-load, pin-loaded-hole case (5,160 pounds at 0.398 inches)
indicates a consistency in the results. Other uncertainties in the test may need to be reflected in
the analysis.

Effect of Pin-Bearing Modeling

As a final analysis, the pin-loaded-hole, combined-load case is analyzed using the linear spring
model (see Table 1) to simulate the pin-bearing behavior. While previous studies in the present
paper indicate that such a modeling approach generates non-physical behavior, the linear spring
modeling approach is frequently used in practice. The analyses performed for this section
include elastic-plastic material behavior and large deformations for the T-section coupon.
Effective stress and axial plastic strain results are compared to corresponding results obtained
using a nonlinear spring model for the pin-bearing response. In the linear spring model, the
boundary of the hole is “pulled” and “pushed” as the springs around the upper hole deform. In
the nonlinear spring model, the boundary of the hole is only “pushed” when the springs are
compressed usually a 180° sector.

The effective stress distributions are presented in Figure 28. Again, these contour plots of the
effective stress distributions are for different nonlinear solution steps (i.e., Steps 7, 10, 12, 13,
14, 15, 17, and 20), and the axial load level for each step is indicated on the figure. As in
previous cases, the range of the effective stress contour levels is set from zero to 73,000 psi
(ultimate stress value). In this linear spring analysis model, the pin both pushes (compressive
bearing force) and pulls (tensile force) on opposite edges of the hole boundary as the applied
displacements increase. These imposed displacements result in high in-plane stresses along the
free edge of the specimen due to the elastic restraint of the surrounding material. Pin bearing
generates a local compressive in-plane stress, which when superimposed on the primary stress
field, results in a stress level along the bearing surface of the pin that is lower than the stress
level at θ=90°. For the linear spring model, a local tensile in-plane stress is generated near the
hole surface opposite the compressive bearing region that combines with the primary stress field
resulting in a higher tensile in-plane stress level. This response is not present in the actual
structure.

Axial plastic strain distributions for the same solution steps are shown in Figure 29. Contour
plots of the axial strain distributions at different levels of applied loading are presented with the
range of the axial plastic strain set from zero to 0.06 in./in. As the axial load increases, plastic
deformations develop near both holes. Higher tensile axial plastic strains emanate around the top
hole region and dominate the response. Plastic strains are evident in Figure 29 in the upper
region of the top hole – a non-bearing surface because of the linear spring modeling approach.
The maximum sustained axial load from the analysis is 7,886 pounds – 18% higher than the
open-hole, combined-load case.

A comparison of the reacted axial, transverse, and strut forces obtained from the linear and
nonlinear spring models as functions of the applied transverse displacement is shown in Figure
30 for the pin-loaded-hole case. The solid curves represent the results obtained using the
nonlinear spring model, and the dashed curves represent the results obtained using the linear
spring model. The response of the linear spring model is somewhat stiffer than the nonlinear spring model, although the trends are nearly identical. However, the peak reacting forces for the nonlinear spring model are approximately half the values predicted by the linear spring model due in part to the “pushing” and “pulling” nature of the linear springs.

Concluding Remarks

Bearing-load response for a pin-loaded hole is studied. First, modeling and analysis aspects of a pin-loaded hole are considered. Second, the use of nonlinear springs to simulate the pin-bearing contact condition is demonstrated including the identification of modeling issues associated with using linear springs. Next, the effect of hole diameter on the local response is determined. As hole diameter increases, the response changes from a bearing-dominated response for plates with small holes (large values of W/D) to an in-plane shear-out-dominated ligament response for plates with larger holes (small values of W/D).

Results from the parametric studies indicate several lessons learned. First, in a two-dimensional finite element analysis model of a mechanical connection, the use of nonlinear spring (or gap) elements to simulate bearing in pin-loaded holes is a good computational alternative to three-dimensional contact simulations. Second, the spatial discretization within the two-dimensional model needs to be sufficient to reflect the bearing behavior and is more sensitive to the number of “spokes” of elements than the number of “rings” of elements. Third, as the size of the hole relative to the width of the strip containing the hole increases, a transition in the structural response of the connection is observed.

Application to a more complex structure is also illustrated. The T-section coupon configuration is representative of a separate stiffener mechanically connected to a rib of an isogrid panel. For the coupon configuration, the pin-loaded-hole case resulted in higher local stresses around the hole. For a series of bolts, the consequence of the last bolt carrying most of the load is that local failures will most likely occur at that location. Redistribution of load to other bolts may occur provided the plastic deformation at the first bolt does not result in local material failures that extend to, and possibly through, the T-section flange thickness. In any case, simulating the bearing contact response of pin-loaded holes needs to be included in the finite element analysis model, and the use of nonlinear springs is an attractive and accurate alternative to explicit contact modeling.
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Table 1. Input data for different types of springs used in the pin-bearing simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spring deflection, inches</th>
<th>Spring restoring force, pounds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linear Spring</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>-10^9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1.0</td>
<td>+10^9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple Nonlinear Spring</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>-10^9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Soft” Hard Nonlinear Spring</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>-10^9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1.0×10^{-3}</td>
<td>-4.549505×10^6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.5×10^{-3}</td>
<td>-9.24505×10^5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1.0×10^{-4}</td>
<td>-4.5050×10^3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.5×10^{-4}</td>
<td>-8.92455×10^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1.0×10^{-5}</td>
<td>-4.55×10^1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.5×10^{-5}</td>
<td>-9.25×10^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1.0×10^{-6}</td>
<td>-5.0×10^{-1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.444444×10^{-6}</td>
<td>-9.87654×10^{-5}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Different repeating unit geometries considered – W is the width, D is the hole diameter, D_0 is the nominal hole diameter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W/D</th>
<th>D, in.</th>
<th>D/D_0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.98</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>0.252</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>0.378</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>0.454</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.630</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Tabulated values used for the 2014-aluminum T-direction stress-strain curve.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain, in./in.</th>
<th>Stress, ksi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.0040</td>
<td>41.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.0060</td>
<td>55.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.0075</td>
<td>63.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.0090</td>
<td>67.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.0150</td>
<td>69.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.0200</td>
<td>70.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.0400</td>
<td>71.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.0500</td>
<td>72.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.0800</td>
<td>72.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.1340</td>
<td>73.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Typical failure modes for pin-loaded holes.
Figure 2. Sketch illustrating a single row of repeating bolt holes.

Figure 3. Representative example of a stiffener attached to an isogrid rib member.
Figure 4. Basic geometry definition of the repeating unit for the bearing-load verification problem.

Figure 5. Representative finite element model to verify bearing-load simulation for a given W/D geometry.
(a) Boundary conditions for “clamped” case.

(b) Boundary conditions for “free” case.

Figure 6. Definition of the two boundary condition cases considered.
Figure 7. Finite element mesh convergence study for W/D=3.49 using 4-node quadrilateral elements – each 45° segment is shown as a different color.
Figure 8. Results of finite element mesh convergence study using the W/D=3.49 geometry, the “free” boundary condition case, and the unit-force loading oriented at $\theta=90^\circ$. 
Figure 9. Comparison of the effective stress distributions obtained using the linear and nonlinear spring modeling approaches for the pin-bearing condition for the W/D=1.94 geometry, clamped boundary conditions, and the unit-force loading oriented at $\theta=0^\circ$. 

(a) Linear spring model.

(b) Nonlinear spring model.
Figure 10. Effect of hole diameter on effective stress distribution for the “free” case with unit-force loading oriented at $\theta=90^\circ$ and $W=0.88$ inches – nonlinear springs.
Figure 11. Effective stress distributions for the W/D=3.49 bearing-load simulation using two different boundary condition sets (“clamped” set on left side and “free” set on right side of figure), and a unit force at pin center – nonlinear springs.
Figure 11. Continued.

(e) Force at pin center applied at $\theta = 54^\circ$ orientation.

(f) Force at pin center applied at $\theta = 72^\circ$ orientation.

(g) Force at pin center applied at $\theta = 90^\circ$ orientation.

(h) Force at pin center applied at $\theta = 135^\circ$ orientation.
(i) Force at pin center applied at $\theta=180^\circ$ orientation.

(j) Force at pin center applied at $\theta=270^\circ$ orientation.

Figure 11. Concluded.
Figure 12. Effective stress distributions for W/D=1.94 bearing-load simulation using two different boundary condition sets ("clamped" set on left side and "free" set on right side of figure), and a unit force at pin center – nonlinear springs.
(e) Force at pin center applied at $\theta=54^\circ$ orientation.

(f) Force at pin center applied at $\theta=72^\circ$ orientation.

(g) Force at pin center applied at $\theta=90^\circ$ orientation.

(h) Force at pin center applied at $\theta=135^\circ$ orientation.

Figure 12. Continued.
(i) Force at pin center applied at $\theta=180^\circ$ orientation.

(j) Force at pin center applied at $\theta=270^\circ$ orientation.

Figure 12. Concluded.
Figure 13. Coupon-level T-section specimen drawings (from Ref. 4).
Figure 14. Coupon-level T-section specimen – side view (from Ref. 4).

Figure 15. Stress-strain curve for 2014 aluminum in the T-direction.
(a) Testing arrangement.

(b) View showing actuator placements.

Figure 16. Coupon-level T-section test configuration (from Ref. 4).
Figure 17 Finite element model of the T-section configuration – the different colors depict different finite element modeling segments for STAGS.

(a) Entire finite element model.

(b) Portions of finite element model associated with load introduction.

(c) Portions of finite element model associated with T-section coupon.
Figure 18. Orientation of finite element model for subsequent results.
Figure 19. Effective stress distributions for the open-hole case under axial load only – deformed geometry shown with exaggerated displacements.

Figure 20. Axial plastic strain distributions for the open-hole case under axial load only – deformed geometry shown with exaggerated displacements.
Figure 21. Effective stress distributions for the pin-loaded-hole case under axial load only and using nonlinear springs – deformed geometry shown with exaggerated displacements.

Figure 22. Axial plastic strain distributions for the pin-loaded-hole case under axial load only and using nonlinear springs – deformed geometry shown with exaggerated displacements.
Figure 23. Effective stress distributions for the open-hole case under combined loads – deformed geometry shown with exaggerated displacements.
Figure 24. Axial plastic strain distributions for the open-hole case under combined loads – deformed geometry shown with exaggerated displacements.
Figure 25. Effective stress distributions for the pin-loaded-hole case under combined loads and using nonlinear springs – deformed geometry shown with exaggerated displacements.
Figure 26. Axial plastic strain distributions for the pin-loaded-hole case under combined loads and using nonlinear springs – deformed geometry shown with exaggerated displacements.
Figure 27. Reacting forces versus transverse displacement for the open-hole and pin-loaded hole cases using the nonlinear spring model.
Figure 28. Effective stress distributions for the pin-loaded-hole case under combined loads and using linear springs – deformed geometry shown with exaggerated displacements.
Figure 29. Effective stress distributions for the pin-loaded-hole case under combined loads and using linear springs – deformed geometry shown with exaggerated displacements.
Figure 30. Comparison of the reacting forces versus transverse displacement for the pin-loaded-hole, combined-load cases obtain using the linear and nonlinear spring models.
Bearing-load response for a pin-loaded hole is studied within the context of two-dimensional finite element analyses. Pin-loaded-hole configurations are representative of mechanically connected structures, such as a stiffener fastened to a rib of an isogrid panel, that are idealized as part of a larger structural component. Within this context, the larger structural component may be idealized as a two-dimensional shell finite element model to identify load paths and high stress regions. Finite element modeling and analysis aspects of a pin-loaded hole are considered in the present paper including the use of linear and nonlinear springs to simulate the pin-bearing contact condition. Simulating pin-connected structures within a two-dimensional finite element analysis model using nonlinear spring or gap elements provides an effective way for accurate prediction of the local effective stress state and peak forces.

**Subject Terms**
- bearing loads
- pin-loaded holes
- mechanical connections
- STAGS